Inside / Outside: Surrounded by Four Women

The exhibition Out of Place came together through the desire of these four artists to continue a
relationship that began with a workshop in Pakistan. Although there were a dozen participating artists in
that workshop, these four artists found a common desire to continue this long-distance relationship.
Their individual practices rely on a dedication to pursue a material solution to the questions facing them.
It is imperative that the exhibition is not viewed as a collaborative whole but the sum of individual efforts
made by each artist. In particular, they have all responded to the space provided by the gallery. I had
the privilege of viewing the works whilst they were being installed and to talk to each of the artists.

The title of this essay is a reference made at the time of my introduction to the group and sets the tone
of the exhibition that is both gendered and not about gender as such. The show is very serious in its
intent and also quite ironic and playful. Naturally I bring to the works a male gaze, a phallo-centric
sensibility, one that the works could be read as strenuously challenging.

I began with the work of Nilofar Akmut because she was the organiser of the Pakistan workshop in
which lie buried the concerns of the show. Then I followed a logical progression through the spaces
starting with Reiko Aoyagi, Renate Koch and finally Phyllida Barlow. There are many common
themes and stark contrasts. This was a journey into space and to some extent into time. Process, being
the key to the groups formulation, was all around me. The mood seemed at odds with the 90s and
somewhat sombre. These artists are not selling objects to the art market, they are continuing in the
great tradition of art making which is the pursuit of human truths, albeit in highly individualised
practices. This in itself makes for interesting viewing.

From the dark enclosed space of Akmut’s work The Suppression of Meaning, Pol/poe/tics of Mem/
ory, we move into the light of Aoyagi’s Passing. These two artists seem to have arrived at opposite
treatments of a similar conundrum. How to make visible an emotional state, a lost history, a
melancholia? The naming of the artists’ cultural backgrounds, Akmut (Pakistan) and Aoyagi (Japan),
seems again to be contradictory; essential but not central to the concerns of the project. Akmut’s space
plunges us into a heart of darkness where violence is everywhere, her own past works have been

obliterated and remade to represent the destruction of the values of the Indian subcontinent. Some of
her past works derive from projects with Jo Spence concerning making family histories visible,
highlighting the invisibility of women’s history. Akmut has used the metaphor of destroyed tea-chests
and the vitrine as a place of birth, rest and death to strike a balance between destruction and creation.
The packaging and transportation themes echo Akmut’s situation, her work inhabits a space in which
she can acknowledge two places in her search to situate herself, not an uncommon phenomenon
amongst migrant communities in the West.

Reiko Aoyagi appears to respond to an equivalent but very different sense of displacement by
revealing the layers of history hidden within the fabric of the building and then bathing it in natural light.
Where the former has enclosed the latter has revealed. The consequences are the same for both; a
terrifying feeling of vulnerability, a tearing asunder of the past and the present, and the presentation of a
very uncertain future. Aoyagi’s self-imposed exile has led her to shed fixed notions of cultural traditions.
She works here as an artist from another place but is not bound up with stereotypical values often
associated by a Western audience with Japan, values of either tradition or kitsch. Her formal concerns
lie with space and light and this dramatic environmental quality of her work engenders an emotional
response in the viewer, this is both her artistic strategy and the work itself. The space induces a quality
of vulnerability, pain and empathy. “What have I done?” she asked of herself. A universal question
posed by all of us as we ponder our contributions to the human condition. Aoyagi bares the scarred
walls of the gallery revealing a question of guilt. Artists, of course, have a very active role in this
questioning as they fabricate materials and actions in real spaces inducing a plausible response.

Renate Koch’s kinetic sculptures are composed of a set of four pieces. Each one is inherently different
but all contain a common humanistic approach. Her material concerns extend to the display of the
containers for the works, including a greenhouse type of structure, entitled As Far As covered in a
translucent skin-like material. It is first encountered with human scale figures that respond in motion to
the touch of a button. Her pieces emanate sound, the sound of mechanical movements or the sound of
Monteverdi’s aria, “Lamento di Arianne” in the work Lame. These Lamentations echo in sound the
melancholia of the exhibition as a whole. Koch’s work depicts movement and its restraint, movement
that is caged or trapped. The movement in Lame is limited by umbilical attachments to a black box, her

work is suggesting that we are free to move but only within a severely restricted arena. `The poetics
created by the sound and movement contradict our expectations of mechanical repetition. Pulsating
objects enclosed in plastic skins reference the human body. This reveals Koch’s humanistic concerns
and our attempts to communicate within restricted cultural and/or subject positions.

One of the common features of this group of artists is that they have all experienced a Western-style
art-training steeped in Euro-centric art history. Non- European art is seen as a pale imitation of the
West’s own art production. These artists attempt to work within the accepted limitations of this position
whilst simultaneously exploring questions central to their specific practices informed by their different
cultural positions.

In the complex matrix that is the history of the 20th Century Pakistan emerged as a secular state and
homeland for muslims after a bloody event infamously known as “Partition”. Immediately histories were
re-written by all sides. How do outsiders respond to a place like this? How can a multi-racial grouping
hope to survive the deep-seated anxieties of the present generation? Japan and Germany set into train
some of the bloodiest attempted conquests of their respective regions in the Northern Hemisphere in
this century. England colonised most of the world and hardly in the benign manner popular culture
would have us believe. The geography of the gestating workshop and Pakistan’s history of martial
regimes and its current nuclear testing does beg the question whether the practice of artists can
contribute to a constructive dialogue. Akmut points a finger at our collective post-colonial subconscious
in the ritual destruction of writing and family history, both historical tools of struggle against repression.
The other artists echo the loss and melancholy of pointless destruction in this century which continues
into the present.

Unlike Koch, Phyllida Barlow is London based and therefore has the advantage of going to a place
that is somewhat more familiar to her. Time and Time Again is an extraordinary work. It was created
for the space, assembled on site and echoes the windows by the punctuation of the forms, referencing
the hole in the tradition of sculpture in the West. Barlow’s work is characterised by being large and
bulky, interrogating notions of ugliness. By occupying most of the floor space, and by its sheer size the

work actively pushes the viewer into a corner. This is not an easy work to look at, there is no obvious
vantage point.

The work is constructed around two main characters that emerge from childhood games and suggest
an adult foreboding. Container-like structures stripped of their contents surround the figures. A loss of
memory, a lack of detail and the punctured surfaces seem to suggest the impossibility of ever filing
them again. The pieces have been worked on in a violent fashion. A pinkish hue dominates, not the red
of blood but a gentler colour suggesting not momento mori but a painful living flesh exposed. The
pieces sit on plinths with wheels suggesting a transience that conflicts with their structural identity.
Instead of being rock-solid the almost architectural forms suggest an enormous vulnerability.

The whole exhibition asks where is sculpture going now. It is seeking a way of working that is artist led
and not market driven. The identifiers of art being returned to the discourse of the makers rather than
the cataloguing of ownership.

During the time I spent with the artists and their work many shared concerns and stark contrasts
became apparent. But overall I experienced this exhibition as an interrogation of the history of violence,
by four women whose work suggests that the perpetrators are within us all. This violence seems
endemic to all the specific places that serve as cultural background to the artists. However, women
have traditionally been seen as healers and this is also reciprocated and explored by these artists. The
fragile division between violence and healing is felt throughout the exhibition. By choosing to remain out
of place the artists are then able to continue their exploration of the inside/outside relationship that
haunts everyone.
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